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Abstract
Administrators of Volunteer Programs in Performing Arts (AVPPA) is a free online
forum created in 2007 by a group of professionals who shared the same vision of
bringing together colleagues in performing arts volunteer resource management to share
best practices. AVPPA is open to professional leaders and other specialists who actively
manage volunteer programs at performing arts venues and who have a desire to promote
effective performing arts volunteer resource management practices globally. AVPPA
provides an online network for discussing the unique challenges of performing arts
volunteerism and also serves as a resource for anyone interested in establishing a
volunteer program in a performing arts organization. The authors discuss challenges to
volunteerism in arts venues, including keeping volunteers motivated and engaged while
monitoring that they are delivering accurate messages about the organization, ways in
which volunteers are rewarded and recognized for their volunteering, and scheduling
and supervision of volunteers who may be asked to work late evenings, weekends, or
numerous hours per week.
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Introduction
Throughout the 20th century,
volunteers have faithfully supported the
performing arts in the United States and
also provided their own management.
Professional performing arts volunteer
resource management came into its own
as an established career in the 21st
century. These volunteer resource
managers need a forum for discussing
the unique challenges in their field.
Administrators of performing
arts volunteer programs wrestle with
issues of scheduling and coverage of
activities carried out by volunteers in
organizations that are often open to the
public more than 85 hours a week, while
at the same time working in close
proximity to artists, artistic management,
and backstage functions. Many
performing arts volunteers are in highly
visible and important “front line” or
“front-of-house” roles. The training and
supervision of these volunteers is critical
to the customer service provided to
performing arts patrons, and the overall
image of the organization. Just as the
program for any performance says
“programs and artists subject to change,”
the volunteer work environment is prone
to frequent change. This requires the
volunteer resource manager to create and
nurture a volunteer culture that embraces
change and remains flexible.
Administrators of Volunteer
Programs in Performing Arts (AVPPA),
an online network of volunteer program
administrators at performing arts venues
(see
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AVPPA/)
was created in fall 2007 to bring together
individuals who manage volunteers in
the performing arts to share best
practices, challenges, and successes.
AVPPA was co-founded by the
volunteer resource manager at the John
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F. Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts and the Founder/Director of
Strategic Nonprofit Resources, both in
Washington, D.C., with the support of
the volunteer resource managers at the
New Jersey Performing Arts Center, the
Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts
in Philadelphia, and the Aronoff Center
for the Arts in Cincinnati. These five
individuals comprise the AVPPA
Steering Committee that facilitates
communication and explores common
issues, concerns, and experiences among
AVPPA members to ensure that AVPPA
focuses on issues relevant to the modern
performing arts volunteer resource
manager.
Creating the AVPPA Network
In 1990, the director of Strategic
Nonprofit Resources founded Volunteer
Managers in the Arts (MVP Arts) to
bring together Washington, D.C., based
arts volunteer resource managers to
discuss best practices. The volunteer
resource manager at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
is a long-time member of MVP Arts.
Over the years, casual conversations
took place between the two, and it
became clear to them there was a need
for a national group similar to MVP
Arts. They subsequently established a
Steering Committee, inviting three
professional peers to join them in the
creation of the first-ever online network
of performing arts volunteer resource
managers. The volunteer resource
managers at the New Jersey Performing
Arts Center in Newark, the Kimmel
Center for the Performing Arts in
Philadelphia, and the Aronoff Center for
the Arts in Cincinnati accepted the
invitation and the AVPPA Steering
Committee became official in fall 2007.
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Steering Committee meetings
were held monthly via conference calls.
The Committee’s tasks were to: develop
its statement of purpose; create the name
and mission statement for the network;
set goals for the network; establish
membership guidelines; define the role
of moderators; create guidelines for
maintenance of the network; draft an
invitation letter for potential members;
create a marketing plan to promote the
network; and expand membership
internationally. The Steering Committee
created a list of about 15 different
potential names for the network which
were then narrowed down to five. After
a few more discussions and some online
checking for acronyms already in use,
Administrators of Volunteer Programs in
Performing Arts (AVPPA) was selected
as the official name for the network.
During these same conversations, the
Steering Committee worked on AVPPA’s
mission statement. Although the initial
invitation to join AVPPA went to performing
arts volunteer resource managers in the United
States and Canada, the Committee felt the word
“global” should be in the mission statement
since one of AVPPA’s long-term goals is to
become an international network. It was agreed
that the AVPPA mission statement would be:
AVPPA connects administrators
of volunteer programs in
performing arts and provides a
forum for discussion of the
unique challenges of performing
arts volunteerism and the
promotion of effective volunteer
management practices globally.
AVPPA’s goals are to: (1) connect
administrators of volunteer programs in
the performing arts; (2) provide a forum
for discussing unique challenges of
performing arts volunteerism; and, (3)
promote effective arts volunteer
management practices globally. The
ISSN 1942-728X

Steering Committee chose YahooGroups
as the network provider and created
guidelines for members using the
network. The Committee chose to
moderate the AVPPA network to ensure
it would meet members’ expectations
and that it focused on issues relevant to
the modern performing arts volunteer
administrator.
Throughout the planning process,
the topic of generating discussion among
AVPPA members was frequently
addressed by the Steering Committee.
One of the roles of the AVPPA
moderator is to engage members
throughout the month by posting
relevant questions to the network. Topics
such as recruiting and training
volunteers, volunteers handling cash in
concession areas, and issues related to
providing volunteers with authority to
resolve customer service concerns are
just a few of the challenges performing
arts volunteer administrators encounter
that the Steering Committee wanted to
address. It created a list of potential
questions that could be posted to the
AVPPA network periodically for
discussion. Some resulting questions
addressing the unique role volunteers
play at performing arts venues include:
1.
Do you have volunteers working
with artists or working backstage with
wardrobe and stage crews? If so, how
do you supervise them?
2.
How do you deal with the issue
of volunteers photographing performers
or asking for their autographs?
3.
Does your organization use
volunteer ushers? How often must they
work to be considered an active member
of your program? If no volunteer ushers
are used, in what ways do your
volunteers interact with paid ushers? Do
they work side by side or are their roles
separate? Is there friction between these
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two groups or do they work well as a
team? Do paid ushers and volunteers
wear the same uniforms?
4.
What are your policies regarding
complimentary or discounted
performance tickets for volunteers?
Each month, the AVPPA
moderator archives topical discussions
so they are available for access at any
time by AVPPA members. Discussions
around each topic are summarized into a
Word document and saved in the “files”
section of the network. This facility is
valuable to its members because it is
easier to have discussion summaries
available instead of having to search
through every posting.

steps in promoting and marketing AVPPA. Like
any new organization, keeping the network
fresh and valuable to members will always be a
top priority as well as one of the main
challenges. Keeping AVPPA member “chatter”
relevant and engaging, and continuing to post
provocative questions and statements to the
network, will always be goals.

The Future of the AVPPA Network
AVPPA celebrated its one-year
anniversary in April 2009. The initial
group of five has now grown into a
professional network of 44 volunteer
resource managers at performing arts
centers, concert halls, and other
performing arts venues across the United
States and Canada. The membership
Launching the AVPPA Network
base includes volunteer resource
The Steering Committee decided to
managers from the Cleveland Orchestra
expand the AVPPA membership slowly during in Ohio, the Phoenix Stages in Arizona,
the first year, inviting performing arts volunteer the Montalvo Arts Center in California,
resource managers from different performing the Portland Center for the Performing
arts venues to join over time. The first
Arts in Oregon, the Raymond F. Kravis
invitations were sent during National Volunteer Center for the Performing Arts in
Week 2008 to nearly 100 performing arts center Florida, and the Luminato Festival in
volunteer resource managers. The invitation e- Canada, thus representing various
mail included AVPPA’s mission statement and regions of North America.
goals, as well as some background information
AVPPA is the first-ever online
about the steering committee members.
network that brings together volunteer
A few months later, an e-mail invitation resource managers in the performing arts
was sent to volunteer resource managers at
to share best practices, making AVPPA
concert halls in the United States including
a valuable resource to its members.
those of the Detroit Symphony, the New Jersey With performing arts centers facing
Symphony, and the St. Louis Symphony.
challenging economic times, the AVPPA
Currently, invitations have been sent to
online network provides an opportunity
volunteer resource managers at theaters and
for volunteer resource managers to
other performing arts venues. During the
collaborate at no cost to their
remainder of 2009, invitations will be sent to
organizations.
volunteer resource managers at theaters and
AVPPA shines a spotlight on a
dance venues in the United States and Canada. unique sector of volunteerism and
AVPPA is still young. The Steering
volunteer program administration. Its
Committee is purposely building the
existence alone could be considered a
membership base slowly, continuing to nurture giant leap forward by bringing even
current members and gain knowledge and
more credibility and recognition to arts
perspective from them as they take the next
volunteer resource managers. The
ISSN 1942-728X
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AVPPA databases of volunteer resource
well as sharing best practices that will
managers at performing arts venues will
benefit its colleagues in the field. Over
need to be updated periodically as new
the years, Steering Committee members
contacts are developed and people
have assisted colleagues from other
change jobs The Steering Committee
countries and feel that sharing
will need to continue to develop contacts
information and exchanging ideas will
with performing arts venues outside the
strengthen current practices and increase
United States to fulfill one of AVPPA’s
support for all arts volunteer resource
goals of being an international network.
managers. Expanding the AVPPA
The Steering Committee must be alert to membership internationally will bring
continuing technological advancements in
varied and historical perspectives of
professional online communication. Striking a performing arts volunteer management
balance between the virtual world we live in and to the network and will position AVPPA
good old-fashioned customer service will
to capture new ways of thinking about
always be a priority because of the customer- traditional structures, approaches, and
centric nature of the performing arts. Even
relationships not well known to arts
though most of AVPPA’s communications take volunteer resource managers in the
place online, an important function of AVPPA United States.
Steering Committee members is to add the
It has been an exciting journey so far
personal touch, such as periodic phone calls to among fellow colleagues who are involved with
current or potential members.
volunteer resource management in the
AVPPA strives to be a resource
performing arts. Feedback from current
to colleagues at performing arts venues,
AVPPA members and the online discussions
nationally and internationally, who want
indicate that AVPPA is growing into a valuable
to strengthen existing or start new
resource for volunteer resource managers in the
volunteer programs. The Steering
performing arts. Because AVPPA is still in its
Committee plans to expand the AVPPA
embryonic stage, the Steering Committee looks
files to include articles, photos, and
forward to the participation and feedback of
training materials related to the field of
future AVPPA members and the growth of this
arts volunteer resource management, as
valuable professional resource.
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